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Torn Between America and China 2010 how can a developing democratic and predominantly muslim country like indonesia manage its
foreign relations while facing a myriad of security concerns and dilemmas in the increasingly complex post cold war international politics
without compromising its national interests and sacrificing its independence approaching this problem from the vantage point of the
indonesian foreign policy elite this book explores the elite s perceptions about other states and the manner in which these shape the
decision making process and determine policy outcomes the combined qualitative and quantitative research strategy draws on a unique
series of in depth interviews with 45 members of the indonesian foreign policy elite that included the country s present and or former
presidents cabinet ministers high ranking military officers and senior diplomats among all state actors indonesian relations with the united
states and china are the highest concern of the elite the leaders believe that in the future indonesia will increasingly have to manoeuvre
between the two rival powers while the united states during george w bush s presidency was seen as the main security threat to indonesia
china is considered the main malign factor in the long run with power capabilities that need to be constrained and counter balanced
America's Response to China 2010 warren i cohen begins with the mercantile interests of the newly independent american colonies
and follows through to the tianenmen square massacre and the policy of george h w bush and bill clinton
America Views China 1991 u s historians present 16 essays on the american view of the chinese from the 18th century to the present
among the perspectives are art commerce missionary activity diplomacy popular culture and a comparison with images of japan includes a
general bibliography annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or
America's China Sojourn 1983 americans look to china with fascination and fear unsure whether it is friend or foe but certain it will play a
crucial role in their future this is nothing new gordon chang says fateful ties draws on literature art biography popular culture and politics
to trace america s long and varied preoccupation with china
Fateful Ties 2015 walter judd cold war crusader clarence adams morris wills searching for utopia joan hinton sid engst true believers
chen ning yang science and patriotism j stapleton roy art of diplomacy jerome joan cohen charting new frontiers elizabeth perry legacy of
protest shirley young joint ventures john kamm negotiating human rights melinda liu reporting the china story
Americans in China 2022 this book brings together twelve scholars six americans and six chinese to explore the ways america and china
think about international order the book shows how each country s traditions historical experiences and ideologies influence current global
dialogues
America, China, and the Struggle for World Order 2015-07-23 from the red menace to tiananmen square the united states and china
have long had an emotionally tumultuous relationship richard madsen s frank and innovative examination of the moral history of u s china
relations targets the forces that have shaped this surprisingly strong tie between two strikingly different nations combining his expertise
as a sinologist with the vision of america developed in habits of the heart and the good society madsen studies the cultural myths that
have shaped the perceptions of people of both nations for the past twenty five years the dominant american myth about china born in the
1960s foresaw western ideals of economic intellectual and political freedom emerging triumphant throughout the world nixon s visit to
china nurtured this idea and by the 1980s it was helping to sustain america s hopefulness about its own democratic identity meanwhile
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chinese popular culture has focused on the u s especially american consumer goods coca cola was described by the people s daily as
capitalism concentrated in a bottle today we face a new global institutional and cultural environment in which the old myths no longer
work for either americans or chinese madsen provides a framework for us to think about the relationship between democratic ideals and
economic political realities in the post cold war world what he proposes is no less than the foundation for building a public philosophy for
the emerging world order
China and the American Dream 2023-11-15 one issue could lead to a disastrous war between the united states and china taiwan a
growing number of taiwanese want independence for their island and regard mainland china as an alien nation mainland chinese consider
taiwan a province that was stolen from china more than a century ago and their patience about getting it back is wearing thin washington
officially endorses a one china policy but also sells arms to taiwan and maintains an implicit pledge to defend it from attack that vague
muddled policy invites miscalculation by taiwan or china or both the three parties are on a collision course and unless something dramatic
changes an armed conflict is virtually inevitable within a decade although there is still time to avert a calamity time is running out in this
book carpenter tells the reader what the u s must do quickly to avoid being dragged into war
America's Coming War with China 2015-03-31 an examination of the u s china relationship that charts a new path for america focusing on
its existing advantages ryan hass charts a path forward in america s relationship and rivalry with china rooted in the relative advantages
america already possesses hass argues that while competition will remain the defining trait of the relationship both countries will continue
to be impacted for good or ill by their capacity to coordinate on common challenges that neither can solve on its own such as pandemic
disease global economic recession climate change and nuclear nonproliferation hass makes the case that the united states will have
greater success in outpacing china economically and outshining it in questions of governance if it focuses more on improving its own
condition at home than on trying to impede chinese initiatives he argues that the task at hand is not to stand in china s way and turn a
rising power into an enemy in the process but to renew america s advantages in its competition with china
Stronger 2021-03-09 a quintessiantially american story chronicling chinese american achievement in the face of institutionalized racism
by the new york times bestselling author of the rape of nanking in an epic story that spans 150 years and continues to the present day iris
chang tells of a people s search for a better life the determination of the chinese to forge an identity and a destiny in a strange land and
often against great obstacles to find success she chronicles the many accomplishments in america of chinese immigrants and their
descendents building the infrastructure of their adopted country fighting racist and exclusionary laws and anti asian violence contributing
to major scientific and technological advances expanding the literary canon and influencing the way we think about racial and ethnic
groups interweaving political social economic and cultural history as well as the stories of individuals chang offers a bracing view not only
of what it means to be chinese american but also of what it is to be american
America's Response to China 1980 this volume explores commercial relations between the united states and china from the eighteenth
century until 1949 fleshing out with facts the romantic and shadowy image of the china trade these nine chapters by specialists in the field
have developed from papers they presented at a conference supported by the national committee on american east asian relations the
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work begins with an introduction by john k fairbank then moves on to analysis of the old china trade up to the american civil war centering
on traditional chinese exports of tea and silk a second section deals with american imports into china cotton textiles and textile related
goods cigarettes kerosene finally the impact of the trade on both countries is assessed and the operations of american owned and
multinational companies in china are examined for both the united states and china the economic importance of the trade proves to have
been less than the legend might suggest
The Chinese in America 2004-03-30 national bestseller new york times notable book of the year from an eminent international security
scholar an urgent examination of the conditions that could produce a catastrophic conflict between the united states and china and how it
might be prevented china and the united states are heading toward a war neither wants the reason is thucydides s trap when a rising
power threatens to displace a ruling one violence is the likeliest result over the past five hundred years these conditions have occurred
sixteen times war broke out in twelve at the time of publication an unstoppable china approached an immovable america and both xi
jinping and donald trump promised to make their countries great again the seventeenth case was looking grim it still is a trade conflict
cyberattack korean crisis or accident at sea could easily spark a major war in destined for war eminent harvard scholar graham allison
masterfully blends history and current events to explain the timeless machinery of thucydides s trap and to explore the painful steps that
might prevent disaster today short listed for the 2018 lionel gelber prize named a best book of the year by financial times the times london
amazon allison is one of the keenest observers of international affairs around president joe biden a must read book in both washington and
beijing boston globe full of wide ranging erudite case studies that span human history a fine book new york times book review
America's China Trade in Historical Perspective 1986 china s expanding economic and military power and the us response to the challenge
of china s rise are shaping international relations in the twenty first century a breakdown in this relationship could bring about a situation
reminiscent of the cold war lyle goldstein argues that while conflict is not predetermined there are worrying signs that the relationship is
becoming an increasingly chilly and dangerous rivalry the main purposes of this book are to analyze the trajectory of the relationship to
examine both us views and chinese views of the other and to propose concrete steps to reverse a perilous deterioration in the relationship
he examines key flash points or difficult issues in the us china relationship in depth such as taiwan the korean peninsula japan economic
issues and climate change to name a few a unique feature of the book is that goldstein s language skills allowed him to incorporate
chinese military and diplomatic publications to a degree that few in the west have been able to in the past goldstein is under no illusions
that compromise is easy but he calls for both the us and china to take steps to seek an accommodation of interests in the pacific and
globally to avoid a dangerous strategic rivalry
Destined For War 2017-05-30 for more than a century no us adversary or coalition of adversaries not nazi germany imperial japan or the
soviet union has ever reached sixty percent of us gdp china is the sole exception and it is fast emerging into a global superpower that
could rival if not eclipse the united states what does china want does it have a grand strategy to achieve it and what should the united
states do about it in the long game rush doshi draws from a rich base of chinese primary sources including decades worth of party
documents leaked materials memoirs by party leaders and a careful analysis of china s conduct to provide a history of china s grand
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strategy since the end of the cold war taking readers behind the party s closed doors he uncovers beijing s long methodical game to
displace america from its hegemonic position in both the east asia regional and global orders through three sequential strategies of
displacement beginning in the 1980s china focused for two decades on hiding capabilities and biding time after the 2008 global financial
crisis it became more assertive regionally following a policy of actively accomplishing something finally in the aftermath populist elections
of 2016 china shifted to an even more aggressive strategy for undermining us hegemony adopting the phrase great changes unseen in
century after charting how china s long game has evolved doshi offers a comprehensive yet asymmetric plan for an effective us response
ironically his proposed approach takes a page from beijing s own strategic playbook to undermine china s ambitions and strengthen
american order without competing dollar for dollar ship for ship or loan for loan
Meeting China Halfway 2015-03-31 v 1 description the first of a three volume series on the interaction of the us and china in different
regions of the world china the united states and the future of central asia explores the delicate balance of competing foreign interests in
this resource rich and politically tumultuous region editor david denoon and his internationally renowned set of contributors assess the
different objectives and strategies the u s and china deploy in central asia and examine how the two world powers are indirectly
competitive with one another for influence in the region
The Long Game 2021-06-11 china and the united states two massive economic and military powers cannot avoid engaging with each other
enjoying what is often termed the most important bilateral relationship in the world the two sometimes cooperate but often compete as
their interests come into conflict both countries are separated not just by the pacific ocean but also by their very different histories
experiences societies customs and outlooks non governmental unofficial relationships and exchanges are often as important as formal
dealings in determining the climate of sino american relations for several decades in the mid twentieth century chinese and americans
were virtually isolated from each other trapped in icy hostility chinese scholars are now making up for lost time this assortment of essays
most by mainland chinese academics and students focuses upon the role of culture very broadly defined in sino american affairs taking a
holistic approach in this collection over thirty authors focus on such topics as the influence of ideology the impact of geopolitics the use of
rhetoric soft power educational encounters and exchanges immigration gender race identity literature television movies music and the
press cultural factors are as the authors demonstrate enormously significant in affecting how chinese and americans think about and
approach each other both as individuals and at the state level
China, The United States, and the Future of Southeast Asia 2017-05-16 with the ever expanding presence of china in the global
economy americans more and more look east for goods and trade but as caroline frank reveals this is not a new development china
loomed as large in the minds and account books of eighteenth century americans as it does today long before they had achieved
independence from britain and were able to sail to asia themselves american mariners merchants and consumers were aware of the east
indies and preparing for voyages there focusing on the trade and consumption of porcelain tea and chinoiserie frank shows that colonial
americans saw themselves as part of a world much larger than just britain and europe frank not only recovers the widespread presence of
chinese commodities in early america and the impact of east indies trade on the nature of american commerce but also explores the role
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of the this trade in american state formation she argues that to understand how chinese commodities fueled the opening acts of the
revolution we must consider the power dynamics of the american quest for china and china during the colonial period filled with fresh and
surprising insights this ambitious study adds new dimensions to the ongoing story of america s relationship with china
The Power of Culture 2016-01-14 this text offers the first comprehensive synthesis of the history of u s chinese relations from initial
contact to the present it is also the only text to examine issues in the relationship from both chinese and american perspectives
America's Cultural Experiment in China, 1942-1949 1976 from two former beijing bureau chiefs with long experience in asian affairs
comes a clear eyed and uncompromising look at the potentially disastrous collision course now taking shape in u s china relations
aggressively anti american china has nuclear weapons deliberately targeted at the united states recent confrontations between chinese
and american military forces indicate that china may try to take taiwan by force while our trade deficit rises to unprecedented heights the
powerful new china lobby shapes u s policy with the support of american businesses eager for a share of its booming markets the coming
conflict with china is required reading for those who wish to understand the tense global rivalry that is already shaping the course of the
21st century plunges harpoons into the tenderest interstices of the chinese american relationship new york times disturbing and
provocative there is plenty to worry about wall street journal
Objectifying China, Imagining America 2011 a remarkable history of the two centuries old relationship between the united states and
china from the revolutionary war to the present day from the clipper ships that ventured to canton hauling cargos of american ginseng to
swap chinese tea to the us warships facing off against china s growing navy in the south china sea from the yankee missionaries who
brought christianity and education to china to the chinese who built the american west the united states and china have always been
dramatically intertwined for more than two centuries american and chinese statesmen merchants missionaries and adventurers men and
women have profoundly influenced the fate of these nations while we tend to think of america s ties with china as starting in 1972 with the
visit of president richard nixon to china the patterns rapturous enchantment followed by angry disillusionment were set in motion
hundreds of years earlier drawing on personal letters diaries memoirs government documents and contemporary news reports john
pomfret reconstructs the surprising tragic and marvelous ways americans and chinese have engaged with one another through the
centuries a fascinating and thrilling account the beautiful country and the middle kingdom is also an indispensable book for understanding
the most important and often the most perplexing relationship between any two countries in the world
The United States and China 2013 china s rise as a global superpower has completely reshaped the landscape of international politics as
the country s authoritarian regime becomes increasingly assertive on the world stage the united states grows ever more hostile to its
asian rival repressive moves by china in xinjiang and hong kong military activities in the south china sea and western measures against
chinese companies have only exacerbated tensions while the great powers of east and west battle over hegemony the world is being led
inexorably towards a new cold war during his time as a cabinet minister attending national security council meetings oliver letwin realised
that there was no agreement among western politicians and academics on how to conduct a peaceful long term relationship with china
china vs america traces the contours of history both ancient and modern to explain how china has emerged as a challenger to american
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power in the twenty first century and why this has created such uneasiness in the west in this robust and controversial assessment letwin
argues that the international rules based order is completely ill equipped to foster a positive relationship between china and the united
states and that the global community must act now to correct the collision course these two behemoths are currently on before it s too
late
The Coming Conflict with China 1998-02-03 this comprehensive and balanced assessment of the historical and contemporary
determinants of sino american relations now updated through 2017 explains the conflicted engagement between the two governments
offering a welcome richness of discussion and analysis sutter explores the twists and turns of the relationship over the past 200 years
The Beautiful Country and the Middle Kingdom 2016-11-29 this book examines the power transition between the us and china and
the implications for europe and asia in a new era of uncertainty the volume addresses the impact that the rise of china has on the united
states europe transatlantic relations and east asia china is seeking to use its enhanced power position to promote new ambitions the
united states is adjusting to a new superpower rivalry and the power shift from the west to the east is resulting in a more peripheral role
for europe in world affairs featuring essays by prominent chinese and international experts the book examines the us china rivalry the
changing international system grand strategies and geopolitics foreign policy geo economics and institutions and military and
technological developments the chapters examine how strategic security and military considerations in this triangular relationship are
gradually undermining trade and economics reversing the era of globalization and contributing to the breakdown of the us led liberal order
and institutions that will be difficult to rebuild the volume also examines whether the adversarial antagonism in us china relations the
tension in transatlantic ties and the increasing rivalry in europe china relations are primarily resulting from leaders ambitions or structural
power shifts this book will be of much interest to students of asian security us foreign policy european politics and international relations in
general
China vs America 2021-08-24 provides insight into u s and chinese involvement in aid trade direct investment and strategic ties in latin
america in recent years china has become the largest trading partner for more than half the countries in latin america and demonstrated
major commitments in aid and direct investment in various parts of the region china has also made a number of strategic commitments to
countries like nicaragua cuba and venezuela which have long standing policies opposing u s influence in the region china the united states
and the future of latin america posits that this activity is a direct challenge to the role of the u s in latin america and the caribbean part of
a three volume series analyzing u s china relations in parts of the world where neither country is dominant this volume analyzes the
interactions between the u s china and latin america the book series has so far considered the differences in operating styles between
china and the u s in central asia and southeast asia this third volume unpacks the implications of competing u s and chinese interests in
countries such as brazil and argentina and china s commitments in nicaragua and venezuela this volume draws upon a variety of policy
experts focusing on the viewpoints of south american and caribbean scholars as well as scholars from outside states china s new global
reach and its ambitions as well as the u s response are analyzed in detail a nuanced examination of current complexities and future
implications china the united states and the future of latin america provides readers with varied perspectives on the changing economic
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and strategic picture in latin america and the caribbean
US-China Relations 2017-12-08 barbara w tuchman won her second pulitzer prize for this nonfiction masterpiece an authoritative work of
history that recounts the birth of modern china through the eyes of one extraordinary american general joseph w stilwell was a man who
loved china deeply and knew its people as few americans ever have barbara w tuchman s groundbreaking narrative follows stilwell from
the time he arrived in china during the revolution of 1911 through his tours of duty in peking and tientsin in the 1920s and 30s to his
return as theater commander in world war ii when the nationalist government faced attack from both japanese invaders and communist
insurgents peopled by warlords ambassadors and missionaries this classic biography of the cantankerous but level headed vinegar joe
sparkles with tuchman s genius for animating the people who shaped history praise for stilwell and the american experience in china
tuchman s best book so large in scope so crammed with information so clear in exposition so assured in tone that one is tempted to say it
is not a book but an education the new yorker the most interesting and informative book on u s china relations a brilliant lucid and
authentic account the nation a fantastic and complex story finely told the new york times book review
US–China Foreign Relations 2020-10-15 trading freedom explores the surprisingly rich early history of us china trade and its
unexpected impact on the developing republic the economic and geographic development of the early united states is usually thought of
in trans atlantic terms defined by entanglements with europe and africa in trading freedom dael a norwood recasts these common
conceptions by looking to asia making clear that from its earliest days the united states has been closely intertwined with china monetarily
politically and psychologically norwood details us trade with china from the late eighteenth through the late nineteenth centuries a critical
period in america s self definition as a capitalist nation and shows how global commerce was central to the articulation of that national
identity trading freedom illuminates how debates over political economy and trade policy the building of the transcontinental railroad and
the looming sectional struggle over slavery were all influenced by sino american relations deftly weaving together interdisciplinary threads
from the worlds of commerce foreign policy and immigration trading freedom thoroughly dismantles the idea that american engagement
with china is anything new
China, The United States, and the Future of Latin America 2017-10-24 in the first decades of the 20th century almost half of the
chinese americans born in the united states moved to china a relocation they assumed would be permanent at a time when people from
around the world flocked to the united states this little noticed emigration belied america s image as a magnet for immigrants and a land
of upward mobility for all fleeing racism chinese americans who sought greater opportunities saw china a tottering empire and then a
struggling republic as their promised land american exodus is the first book to explore this extraordinary migration of chinese americans
their exodus shaped sino american relations the development of key economic sectors in china the character of social life in its coastal
cities debates about the meaning of culture and modernity there and the u s government s approach to citizenship and expatriation in the
interwar years spanning multiple fields exploring numerous cities and crisscrossing the pacific ocean this book will appeal to anyone
interested in chinese history international relations immigration history and asian american studies
Stilwell and the American Experience in China 2017-01-24 this edited volume offers diverse and comprehensive views of china s rise
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and its implications to the east asian region and beyond the economic growth of china initially started in the late 1970s with domestic and
rural reforms has been increasingly driven by china s industrialization and integration into the regional and global markets the growth and
integration of china however has exposed china s closest neighbours and even more remote countries to its various previously internal
problems and the lagging political openness of china has often negatively impacted on cooperation with other countries in dealing with
these problems i e trans border pollutions epidemics illegal migrations organized crimes financial management etc this book integrates
geopolitical and domestic political analysis of china with a broad set of transnational security issues and includes a diversity of regional
views in doing so it explores further than the dichotomous debate between the american realists and liberals adding finesse to the often
simplified discussions on how to deal with the rising china this book will be of interest to students of asian politics security studies and
international relations
Trading Freedom 2022-01-18 this volume explores the policy dynamics economic commitments and social impacts of the fast evolving
sino lac relations china s engagement with latin america and the caribbean has entered into an era of strategic transition while china is
committed to strengthening its economic and political ties with latin america and the caribbean latin america as a bloc is enthusiastically
echoing china s endeavor by diverting their focus toward the other side of the ocean the transitional aspect of china lac ties is phenomenal
and is manifested not only in the accelerating momentum of trade investment and loan but also in the china celac forum mechanism that
maps out an institutional framework for decades beyond while latin america is redefined as an emerging priority to the leadership in
beijing what are the responses from latin america and the united states in this sense experts from four continents provide local answers to
this global question
American Exodus 2019-08-27 where great powers meet explores the global competition for power between the united states and china
focusing on southeast asia david shambaugh looks at how asean the association of southeast asian nations and the countries within it
maneuver between the us and china and the degree to which they align with one or the other power not simply an analysis of the region s
place within an evolving international system where great powers meetprovides us with a comprehensive strategy that advances the
american position while exploiting chinese weaknesses
The Rise of China and International Security 2008-08-29 in the turbulent years after world war i a transpacific community of american and
chinese writers and artists emerged to forge new ideas regarding aesthetics democracy internationalism and the political possibilities of
art breaking with preconceived notions of an exotic east the americans found in china and in the works of chinese intellectuals inspiration
for leftist and civil rights movements chinese writers and intellectuals looked to the american tradition of political democracy to inform an
emerging chinese liberalism this interaction reflected an unprecedented integration of american and chinese cultures and a remarkable
synthesis of shared ideals and political goals the transpacific community that came together during this time took advantage of new
advances in technology and media such as the telegraph and radio to accelerate the exchange of ideas it created a fast paced cross
cultural dialogue that transformed the terms by which the united states and china or more broadly west and east knew each other
transpacific community follows the left wing journalist agnes smedley s campaign to free the author ding ling from prison pearl buck s
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attempt to fuse jeffersonian democracy with late qing visions of equality in the good earth paul robeson s collaboration with the musician
liu liangmo which drew on chinese and african american traditions and the writer lin yutang s attempt to create a typewriter for chinese
characters together these individuals produced political projects that synthesized american and chinese visions of equality and democracy
and imagined a new course for east west relations
China and Latin America in Transition 2016-08-27 a timely provocative exposé of america s political and business leadership s deep ties to
china a network of people who believe they are doing the right thing at a profound and often hidden cost to american and western
interests the past few years have seen a shift in the relations between china and the united states from enthusiastic economic partners to
wary frenemies to open rivals americans have been slow to wake up to the challenges posed by the chinese communist party why did this
happen and what can be done about it in america second isaac stone fish traces the evolution of the chinese communist party s influence
in america he shows how america s leaders initially welcomed china s entry into the us economy believing that trade and engagement
would lead to a more democratic china and he explains how despite the fact that this belief has proved misguided many of the country s
businesspeople and politicians have become too dependent on china to challenge it america second exposes a deep web of chinese
influence in america built quietly over the years through prominent figures such as former secretaries of state henry kissinger and
madeleine albright disney chairman bob iger and members of the bush political dynasty and it shows how to fight that influence without
being paranoid xenophobic or racist this is an authoritative and important story not only of corruption but of misplaced intentions with
serious implications for the future of the united states as well as for the world at large
Where Great Powers Meet 2020 this book surveys the complicated history of u s chinese relations after two brief chapters providing
historical context the focus shifts to the mid twentieth century the wartime alliance the war s bitter aftermath and the decades since world
war ii including the path from normalisation to china s hosting of the 2008 summer olympics the author traces the ways in which the two
countries have managed the blend of common and competitive interests in their economic and strategic relationships the shifting political
base for sino american relations within each country the emergence and dissolution of rival political coalitions supporting and opposing the
relationship the evolution of each society s perceptions of the other and ongoing differences regarding controversial topics like taiwan and
human rights the author s early years in china american education and career as a china expert and an advisor on u s china relations and
cultural affairs for over fifty years have afforded him unique opportunities to observe and participate in the development of this important
relationship
Transpacific Community 2016-05-31 the last four years have seen significant damage in us china relations that will take years to rebuild
early signs within the biden administration indicate that an expeditious return to strong sino us ties is premature at best to fully address
these challenges and regain credibility both at home and abroad the biden team will need to recalibrate a new set of values objectives and
thinking in redefining the most important bilateral relationship in the world this edited book volume seeks to reimagine us china relations
provide innovative policy analysis and utilizes a truly multidisciplinary approach coupled with both first and second hand quantitative data
infographics geopolitical analysis and perspectives from leading experts more importantly this book project provides a nuanced
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perspective highlighting the central issues that will define america and china both now and well into the future whether you are a policy
maker business professional academic established practitioner or a casual observer this impressive volume provides exceptional insight on
issues like technology trade cross strait relations security alliances in east asia geopolitics climate change and much more
America Second 2022-03-01 relations between china and the united states have been of central importance to both countries over the
past half century as well as to all states affected by that relationship taiwan and the soviet union foremost among them only recently
however has the opening of archives made it possible to research this history dispassionately the eight chapters in this volume offer the
first multinational multi archival review of the history of chinese american conflict and cooperation in the 1970s on the chinese side
normalization of relations was instrumental to beijing s effort to enhance its security vis à vis the soviet union and was seen as a tactical
necessity to promote chinese military and economic interests the united states was equally motivated by national security concerns in the
wake of vietnam policymakers saw normalization as a means of forestalling soviet power as the essays in this volume show normalization
was far from a foregone conclusion
The United States and China Since World War II: A Brief History 2014-12-18 one of the u s government s leading china experts reveals the
hidden strategy fueling that country s rise and how americans have been seduced into helping china overtake us as the world s leading
superpower for more than forty years the united states has played an indispensable role helping the chinese government build a booming
economy develop its scientific and military capabilities and take its place on the world stage in the belief that china s rise will bring us
cooperation diplomacy and free trade but what if the china dream is to replace us just as america replaced the british empire without firing
a shot based on interviews with chinese defectors and newly declassified previously undisclosed national security documents the hundred
year marathon reveals china s secret strategy to supplant the united states as the world s dominant power and to do so by 2049 the one
hundredth anniversary of the founding of the people s republic michael pillsbury a fluent mandarin speaker who has served in senior
national security positions in the u s government since the days of richard nixon and henry kissinger draws on his decades of contact with
the hawks in china s military and intelligence agencies and translates their documents speeches and books to show how the teachings of
traditional chinese statecraft underpin their actions he offers an inside look at how the chinese really view america and its leaders as
barbarians who will be the architects of their own demise pillsbury also explains how the u s government has helped sometimes
unwittingly and sometimes deliberately to make this china dream come true and he calls for the united states to implement a new more
competitive strategy toward china as it really is and not as we might wish it to be the hundred year marathon is a wake up call as we face
the greatest national security challenge of the twenty first century
From Trump to Biden and Beyond 2021-09-08 to explore what extended competition between the united states and china might entail out
to 2050 the authors of this report identified and characterized china s grand strategy analyzed its component national strategies
diplomacy economics science and technology and military affairs and assessed how successful china might be at implementing these over
the next three decades
Normalization of U.S.-China Relations 2020-03-17
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